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+e K-means algorithm has been extensively investigated in the field of text clustering because of its linear time complexity and
adaptation to sparse matrix data. However, it has twomain problems, namely, the determination of the number of clusters and the
location of the initial cluster centres. In this study, we propose an improved K-means++ algorithm based on the Davies-Bouldin
index (DBI) and the largest sum of distance called the SDK-means++ algorithm. Firstly, we use the term frequency-inverse
document frequency to represent the data set. Secondly, we measure the distance between objects by cosine similarity.+irdly, the
initial cluster centres are selected by comparing the distance to existing initial cluster centres and the maximum density. Fourthly,
clustering results are obtained using the K-means++method. Lastly, DBI is used to obtain optimal clustering results automatically.
Experimental results on real bank transaction volume data sets show that the SDK-means++ algorithm is more effective and
efficient than two other algorithms in organising large financial text data sets. +e F-measure value of the proposed algorithm is
0.97. +e running time of the SDK-means++ algorithm is reduced by 42.9% and 22.4% compared with that for K-means and
K-means++ algorithms, respectively.

1. Introduction

Clustering is the process of dividing a data set into clusters
(subsets) so that the objects in the same cluster are similar to
each other and the objects in different clusters are dissimilar.
Its main aim is to discover the natural grouping law in a set.

As an unsupervised data mining technique, text clus-
tering does not require pretraining models or manual text
preannotation [1]. +erefore, compared with other natural
language processing algorithms, the clustering algorithm is
more efficient and does not require human intervention [2].
Many clustering algorithms have been proposed. +ey are
mainly divided into three categories, namely, overlapping/
nonexclusive, partitional, and hierarchical [3]. Amongst
them, partition-based algorithms are widely used in various
fields because of their easy implementation [4]. +e most
typical partitional method is K-means [2]. +e K-means
algorithm can adapt to sparse matrix data sets, and it is
efficient in organising large data sets. However, the number

of clusters and the selection of initial centres have a huge
impact on the clustering results of the K-means algorithm.
Setting an inappropriate initial value can easily cause the
algorithm to fall into a local optimum.

Several algorithms propose improved similarity mea-
surement methods to adapt to different data types. Wang
et al. [4] utilised knowledge graphs to optimise the calcu-
lation of the similarity of text data types, which effectively
improves the accuracy of text clustering. Huan et al. [5]
proposed using KL divergence to calculate the similarity
between cluster centres and text data objects, thereby
making the K-means algorithm increasingly efficient and
effective. To analyse the load profiles of smart meters, Xiang
et al. [6] proposed measuring the shape characteristics of
such load profiles by using the segmented slope of the load
planes. Cheng et al. [7] presented a novel distance based on
the common neighbourhood of dense cores and used
geodesic distance to calculate the similarity between density
cores. Experimental results showed that the algorithm has
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good performance in clustering data sets that contain much
noise. To organise clusters with complex structures, Cheng
et al. [8] combined shared neighbours and local density
peaks to define a new distance for describing the dissimi-
larity of manifold data.

To discover global optimal clustering centres, several
researchers proposed combining nature-inspired optimisa-
tion algorithms to optimise the given objective function [9].
Gao et al. [10] proposed using particle swarm optimisation
based on the Gaussian estimation of distribution method to
update population information. Experimental results
showed that the algorithm has high effectiveness and ro-
bustness. Meena and Singh [11] used the genetic algorithm
and discrete difference evolution to search for the location of
the global optima solution whilst reducing the number of
algorithm iterations. Abualigah et al. [3] comprehensively
reviewed the application of optimisation algorithms based
onmetaheuristics in the field of text clustering. However, the
abovementioned algorithms optimise the clustering centres
successively through iteration, and algorithm efficiency is
not ideal.

To reduce the number of iterations and avoid falling into
the local optimum, many scholars proposed optimising the
selection methods of initial clustering centres directly. Wang
et al. [4] used concept distance to optimise the selection of
initial clustering centres and thus enhance algorithm sta-
bility. Guo et al. [12] proposed a partition-based clustering
algorithm to analyse biological sequences. +e algorithm
eliminates noise interference by deterministically initialising
cluster centres. Cheng et al. [13] optimised the decision
graph of the density peak (DP) algorithm through natural
neighbourhood density and graph distance. +e newly de-
fined decision graph can help the DP algorithm avoid noise
interference when selecting the initial cluster centres. Other
improved methods, such as the semisupervised clustering
algorithm based on pairwise constraints, can enhance
clustering performance. It advocates the use of prior
knowledge as pairwise constraints to enable the clustering
algorithm to obtain abundant heuristic information and
reduce blindness in the search process [14, 15]. However,
this type of algorithm has two main problems: it is unsure
whether a solution that satisfies all constraints exists, and it
relies too much on prior knowledge.

A possible method to reduce the number of iterations
and improve the clustering quality of an algorithm is to
optimise the selection method of the initial clustering centre
during the initialisation phase. For example, the K-means++
algorithm selects the initial cluster centres on the basis of the
farthest distance criterion. Inspired by this feature, we
propose a clusteringmethod based on the sum of the farthest
distance criteria to select initial clustering centres; the
proposed method is called the SDK-means++ algorithm. It
can effectively describe the difference between initial cluster
centres and generate the initial cluster centres in different
clusters. Moreover, we use the Davies–Bouldin index (DBI)
to evaluate the clustering results and obtain the optimal
number of clusters. It is efficient and improves clustering
accuracy when organising many data sets. In the SDK-
means++ algorithm, we represent financial text data based

on term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF).
+e similarity between data objects is calculated using cosine
similarity. After that, the initial cluster centres are generated
based on the maximum density and the newly proposed
maximum distance sum criterion. +en, with the K-means
method, the clustering result is obtained through the
movement of the centre points and the change in the objects
in the clusters. Finally, we automatically obtain the best
results through DBI. +e SDK-means++ algorithm is
compared with classic K-means and K-means++ algorithms
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm pro-
posed. +e experimental results on real bank data sets show
that the SDK-means++ algorithm is more effective and
efficient than the two other algorithms.

+e main parts of this paper are organised as follows.
Section 2 introduces related work on data preprocessing and
classic clustering algorithms. Section 3 presents the specific
steps and theoretical advantages of the proposed SDK-
means++ algorithm. Section 4 introduces several methods to
evaluate the results of text clustering. Section 5 presents the
experiments and discussions, and Section 6 provides the
conclusions of the experiments and future development
directions.

2. Related Work

2.1. Text Preprocessing. +e purpose of the data pre-
processing stage is to represent text data information
quantitatively. +is stage is crucial to text clustering [16].
Many scholars have proposed extracting the themes and
features of text data by using optimisation algorithms or
statistics and achieved good text clustering effects [3, 16].
Generally, the preprocessing steps of text data clustering are
as follows: (i) tokenisation, (ii) stop words, and (iii) feature
vector space.

2.1.1. Tokenisation. Tokenisation is the process of con-
verting successive text data sets into words [2, 16]. English
text is composed of words and separated by special char-
acters and spaces. However, Chinese text is based on Chinese
characters. Words or phrases are formed by a variable
number of Chinese characters, and the words are contin-
uous. +ese two factors make it difficult to use English text
tokenisation methods to process Chinese text information.
+erefore, China developed various Chinese text tokenisa-
tion technologies independently. For example, the Institute
of Computing Technology and Chinese Lexical Analysis
System is the world’s best Chinese lexical analyser developed
by the China Institute of Computer Science.

2.1.2. Stop Words. +e main purpose of removing stop
words is to save storage space and improve the effectiveness
of clustering algorithms [3]. Stop words have two main
types, namely, function and high-frequency words. Function
words often appear in documents but have no practical
meaning. Typical function words, such as prepositions (e.g.,
“to,” “for,” and “in”), need to be deleted directly in the
program by default. High-frequency words appear in most
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documents. Because these words contain a tiny amount of
information, they are difficult to distinguish in different
documents. High-frequency words can be automatically
removed through the calculation of inverse document
frequency.

2.1.3. Feature Vector Space. Feature vector space was pro-
posed based on the idea of partial matching [17]. It gives
each independent item in the text a weighted performance to
characterise text data sets [3]. Many weighting techniques
have been proposed in the past few decades. TF-IDF is one of
the most commonly used methods [4].

TF-IDF is a statistical method that is often used for
information retrieval and mining. It comprehensively
considers the weighting of words from local and overall
aspects. +e normalised calculation formula of TF-IDF is as
follows:

w
∗
i,j �

tfi,j ∗ idfi,j
��������������������


N
j�1 tfi,j ∗ log N/ni(  

2
 , (1)

where w∗i,j is the normalised weight of term i in document j.
N is the total number of training texts. ni is the number of
texts containing feature term i. tfi,j is the ratio of the
number of occurrences of term i in document j to the total
terms in document j. Each TF-IDF value is stored in a two-
dimensional array to form the feature vector space of the
data set S.

2.2. Similarity Measurement Method. Similarity or distance
is used to determine the affiliation of data objects. To date, no
unified method has been proposed to measure the similarity
of all data types. In accordance with the characteristics of
data types, researchers use different measurement methods.
Generally, text clustering algorithms adopt cosine similarity
to evaluate the similarity between texts [4]. +e formula of
cosine similarity is written as
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where Ai is the i-th eigenvector of data object A. According
to formula (2), the value of cosine similarity is within [−1, 1].
However, because TF-IDF is used to characterise text data,
the actual range of cosine similarity is [0, 1].

2.3. Classic Clustering Algorithms Based on Partition

2.3.1. K-Means Test Clustering Algorithm. K-means is an
efficient clustering algorithm based on the partition method
[18]. Its first step is to set the number of clusters (K). +e
second step is to randomly generate K initial cluster centres,
that is, C � c1, c2, . . . , ck . +e third step is to assign each
data object to the cluster with the highest similarity. +e
fourth step is to search for reasonable cluster centres through
iteration. Lastly, spherical clusters are formed around the
cluster centres [19]. +e K-means algorithm has the ad-
vantages of easy understanding, simple implementation,

high convergence speed, and adaptability to sparse matrix
data [20].

Random selection of initial cluster centres results in
multiple initial cluster centres in the same class, especially
when the data are complex. Moreover, finding the globally
optimal cluster centre through limited iterations is difficult.
+erefore, the K-means algorithm easily converges to the
local optimum, leading to unsatisfactory clustering results.

2.3.2. K-Means++ Test Clustering Algorithm. +e
K-means++ algorithm generates initial cluster centres based
on the idea of making the distance between initial cluster
centres as large as possible. Its optimisation strategy for
initial cluster centres is simple.+e first step is to select a data
object randomly from the data set as the first cluster centre
c1. +e second step is to select the initial cluster centres
according to the probability formula D(x)2/x∈χD(x)2 until
K initial cluster centres are obtained. +e subsequent steps
are similar to those of the K-means algorithm. Compared
with the original algorithm, the K-means++ algorithm
improves clustering accuracy and reduces running time.
However, K-means++ is random when selecting the first
initial cluster centre. Besides, it also has a certain degree of
randomness to select the initial cluster centres according to
the probability formula. +erefore, the clustering result is
still not ideal. +e flow chart of the algorithm is shown as
Algorithm 1.

3. SDK-Means++ Algorithm

Given that classic partition-based clustering algorithms use
unreasonable methods to select the initial centre; they waste
much time on iterative calculation and easily fall into the
local optimum. +is section proposes a novel K-means++
algorithm called SDK-means++ based on the largest sum of
the distance. Initially, the proposed algorithm generates a
feature vector space based on TF-IDF and uses cosine
similarity to calculate the vector distance. +en, the algo-
rithm selects the initial cluster centres based on the largest
sum of the distance to all existing initial cluster centres.
+en, it iterates the cluster centres and obtains the clustering
results with the K-means method. Afterwards, DBI is used to
obtain optimal clustering results automatically. +e main
process of the SDK-means++ algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Selection of the Initial ClusterCentres. +e selected initial
clustering centres have a huge impact on the clustering
results. However, the farthest distance criterion proposed by
the K-means++ algorithm cannot clearly reflect the overall
dissimilarity of the initial cluster centres. We propose a new
method to describe the dissimilarity between the initial
cluster centres.+e first step is to select the first initial cluster
centre based on the maximum density. +e second step is to
select the remaining initial cluster centres on the basis of the
largest sum of the distance. +e calculation of the density
value draws on the concept of local density in the density
peak. To avoid setting parameters, we set the cut-off distance
to half the mean value of the distance between data objects.
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+e largest number of data objects in the neighbourhood is
set as the first initial cluster centre. Afterwards, the existing
initial cluster centre is regarded as a whole, and the next
initial cluster centre is selected in accordance with the
distance from the data object to the whole.+e calculation of
the newly defined selection method is shown in Figure 2.

After that, the data object with the largest
w(sj), j ∈ [1, m], is selected as the next initial cluster centre.

ch+1 � max w s1( , w s2( , . . . , w sm(  . (3)

+e new selection method links each new initial cluster
centre with all existing initial cluster centres. It reflects the
overall difference between the initial cluster centres, and the
initial centres are generated in different classes. +e dif-
ference between the proposed selection method and the
classic clustering algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

According to Figure 3, the newly proposed selection
method has the best effect. +e K-means algorithm has three
selection situations. (1) +e initial cluster centres are gen-
erated in different classes (with a probability of 26.47%). (2)
+e two initial cluster centres are generated in the same class
(with a probability of 66.18%). (3) +e initial cluster centres
are generated in the same class (with a probability of 7.35%).
As the number of data objects and the number of clusters
increase, the probability of selecting the optimal initial
cluster centres decreases.

Although the K-means++ algorithm avoids all the initial
cluster centres that appear in the same class, two initial
cluster centres could still be in the same class. Two main
factors cause the initial cluster centres to be selected each
time to be inconsistent. +e first reason is that the first initial
cluster centre point is randomly selected. +e second reason
is that the selection method is based on the probability
formula.

+e proposed selection method based on the largest sum
of the distance ensures that the initial cluster centres are
generated in different clusters. +e first clear initial centre
point and the selection method can ensure that the same
clustering result can be obtained every time.

3.2. Obtaining the Optimal Number of Clusters. Generally,
the optimal number of clusters is unknown. However,
validity indexes can be used to evaluate the results of a
clustering algorithm to obtain the optimal number of
clusters [21]. Validity indexes can be divided into internal
and external categories [22]. Although the use of external
validity indexes to evaluate clustering results is accurate,
these indexes need to be combined with prior knowledge
(labels) [23, 24]. Internal validity indexes can be used to
evaluate clustering effects on the basis of internal infor-
mation only [25].

Researchers have proposedmany internal cluster validity
indexes, such as between-class distance, within-class dis-
tance, DBI [26], local cores-based cluster validity (LCCV)
index [27], and silhouette index [28]. Between-class distance
and within-class distance are the methods used in this study
to evaluate the clustering results. +ey are introduced in
Section 4. DBI comprehensively considers the independence

and cohesion of clusters. +is method does not depend on
the number of clusters or data partitioning methods, and it
can be widely used to guide clustering algorithms. +e
smaller the DBI value is, the better the clustering effect is.

To avoid the problem of fuzzy inflexion points in the
traditional elbow method, we search for the minimum value
of DBI to obtain the optimal number of clusters. +e first
step is to set the number of clusters [2, n], where n is the
number of sample points. +e second step is to use DBI to
evaluate the clustering results in this range. To improve
algorithm efficiency, we set the following condition: if the
value of three consecutive DBI after DBI (i) is greater than
DBI (i), then i will be regarded as the optimal number of
clusters. +e calculation formula of DBI is written as

DBI �
1
K



K

i�1
max

j≠i

avg Clusteri(  + avg Clusterj 

dcen ui, uj 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (4)

where avg(Clusteri) represents the average distance between
data objects and the cluster centre in the i-th cluster.
dcen(ui, uj) represents the distance between the cluster
centre in the i-th cluster and the cluster centre in the j-th
cluster. +e SDK-means++ algorithm is shown as
Algorithm 2.

4. Validation Techniques

+e clustering evaluation method is crucial for the analysis
of clustering results. It is divided into internal and external
validity indexes. +e main difference is whether the data are
labelled. +is section introduces and analyses several classic
validity indexes.

4.1. Internal Validity Indexes. Many internal cluster validity
indexes have been proposed in the past few decades. +ey
have different characteristics in accordance with the defi-
nition of varying clustering concepts. Amongst them, be-
tween-class distance and within-class distance are the most
frequently used because of their simple and clear principles.
Between-class distance describes the dissimilarity between
clusters. Within-class distance can measure the cohesion of
data objects in the cluster. +ey are used to evaluate the
clustering results of the experiments in this study. +e
calculation formulas of between-class and within-class
distance are, respectively, written as follows:

L � 
K

i�1
xi − x


, (5)

where L is the between-class distance, xi is the mean of all
data objects in the i-th class, and x is the mean value of all
data objects.

SE � 
K

i�1


p∈Nj

1 − cos p, mi(   � 
K

i�1


p∈Nj

d p, mi( , (6)

where mi is the cluster centre of the data object p, cos(p, mi)

is the cosine similarity between p and mi, and d(p, mi) is the
cosine distance.
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4.2. External Validity Indexes. External validity indexes can
accurately evaluate clustering results when the data are la-
belled. External validity indexes can be divided into different
types, such as matching-based approach, entropy, and pair-
counting measure (Rand and Jaccard indexes) [29, 30].

4.2.1. Matching-Based Measures

(i) Purity: it entails evaluating the purity of a cluster in
accordance with the data objects that have an ad-
vantage in quantity [31]:

purity �
1

M


K

i�1
wi, (7)

where M is the number of all terms and wi is the
number of data objects with the quantitative ad-
vantage in each cluster

(ii) Recall: it entails evaluating the clustering results
from the perspective of the original data set

(iii) Precision: it entails evaluating the clustering results
from the perspective of the clustering result

(iv) F-measure: it combines recall and precision to re-
flect the quality of clustering

Recall, precision, and F-measure are all based on con-
fusion matrix. +e confusion matrix is shown in Table 1.

TP and TN on the diagonal of the confounding matrix
represent the correct clustering results, and FP and TN on
the off-diagonal are misjudged.

Recall �
TP

TP + FN
. (8)

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
. (9)

F − measure � 2 ×
Precision∗Recall

(Precision + Recall)
. (10)

4.2.2. Entropy-Based Measures

(i) Entropy: entropy is essentially a mathematical
measure of uncertainty [32].

E � 
K

i�1

Mi

M
Ej � 

K

i�1

Mi

M
− 

L

j�1

Mij

Mi

log
Mij

Mi

 ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (11)

where M is the number of all data objects involved in
the entire clusters, Mi represents the number of all

SDK-means++ algorithm

Select initial cluster
centers

Obtain clustering
results

Choose the optimal
number of clusters

Davies–bouldin
indexK-means method

The largest sum of
the distance

Maximum density
Tokenisation

Stop words

TF-IDF

Data preprocessing

Data

Testing
methods

Internal validity
indexes

External validity
indexes

Clustering
result

Figure 1: Brief flow chart of SDK-means++ algorithm.

d (s1, c1)

d (sm, c1)d (s1, ch)

d (sm, ch)

chc1

…

…

s1 sm

w (s1) = ∑ d (s1, ci) w (sm) = ∑ d (sm, ci)i=1
h

i=1
h

Figure 2:+e sum of the distances from the data object sj to the cluster centre ci is used as the basis for sj to become the initial cluster centre.
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data objects in the i-th cluster, and Mij represents the
number of data objects belonging to the j-th class in
the i-th cluster.

4.2.3. Pairwise and Counting Measures

(i) Rand index: it represents the proportion of docu-
ments in the data set which are correctly clustered.

(ii) Jaccard index: it handles asymmetric binary variables
[33].

Rand − index �
a + d

N(N − 1)/2
�

TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN

. (12)

Jaccard − index �
TP

TP + FN + FP
. (13)

Detailed information on internal and external validity
indexes is shown in Table 2.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

We conduct experiments on five bank data sets with dif-
ferent data volumes to evaluate the performance of the
proposed SDK-means++ algorithm. +e experimental data
belong to the transaction volume data sets in the Business
Performance Centre (BPC). +e data set is mainly divided
into mobile banking, online banking, WeChat, and financial
products. +ese divisions can continue to be classified; for
example, financial products include stocks, bonds, funds,
and other wealth management products. We compare SDK-
means++ with typical partition-based clustering algorithms,
namely, K-means and K-means++.

In the experiment, two internal validity indicators and
seven external validity indicators are used to evaluate the
clustering results. We conduct experiments on a notebook
computer with an Intel Core i7-9750H processor at
2.60GHz, 16GB of RAM, Windows 10 OS, and JAVA
1.8.0_231.

5.1.:e BPCData Set Preprocessing. +e BPC data set needs
to be preprocessed to characterise text data. Firstly, toke-
nisation is used to convert text information into terms.
Secondly, the function and high-frequency words in the
terms are removed. Lastly, the terms are given weights
through TF-IDF calculation. +e detailed information on
the BPC data set is shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the amount of data gradually in-
creases from S_1 to S_5. Classes denote the optimal number
of clusters. Documents refer to the number of documents in
the data set. Terms refer to the words in each data set after
tokenization. Unique terms are the keywords, that is, the
dimensions of the vector space model. +e feature vector
space constructed by data set S_1 is shown in Table 4.

+e number of elements with a value of 0 in the matrix is
larger than the number of nonzero elements, and the dis-
tribution of nonzero elements is irregular. +erefore, the
feature vector space we constitute is a sparse matrix. +e

adaptability of the K-means algorithm to sparse matrix data
is one of the main reasons we select it.

5.2. Analysis of Algorithm Performance

5.2.1. Obtaining the Optimal Number of Clusters. +is ex-
periment uses DBI to obtain the best clustering results and
avoid the problem of fuzzy inflexion points in the elbow
method. It indirectly obtains the optimal number of clusters
through the evaluation of the clustering results. +e ex-
periment uses data set S_1, and the theoretical optimal
number of clusters is 7.

In data set S_1, classes 4 and 6 are similar. Althoughmost
of the data formats in their text messages are the same, the
crucial gateway and alarm messages are different. Given the
fact that K-means and K-means++ cannot distinguish be-
tween classes 4 and 6, a more reasonable method is to select 6
as the number of clusters, as reflected in Figure 4. +e
proposed SDK-means++ can distinguish 7 clusters perfectly,
so the best clustering result is obtained when the number of
clusters is 7. +e experiment shows that using any partition-
based clustering method can approximate the optimal
number of clusters through DBI.

5.2.2. Verification and Analysis of Algorithm Effectiveness.
To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we compare and
analyse the experimental results of SDK-means++, K-means,
and K-means++. +e experiment is divided into two parts,
namely, evaluations of internal and external validity indexes.
+e first set of experiments uses internal validity indexes to
evaluate the clustering results of data set S_1 with different
clustering numbers. +e clustering numbers of the three
algorithms are set to the maximum range during the ex-
periment [2, 11].

As shown in Figure 5, when clustering number K is close
to the optimal clustering number 7, SDK-means++ has a
large between-class distance value and a small within-class
distance value. +e experimental results show that the
proposed SDK-means++ exhibits good performance in
dissimilarity between classes and cohesion within classes.

+e second set of experiments uses external validity
indexes to evaluate the clustering results of all data sets in
Table 3. +e number of clusters of the three algorithms is set
to the optimal number of clusters 7 to determine the best
clustering performance.

+e experimental results in Table 5 show that the pro-
posed SDK-means++ performs effectively in all the data sets.
Data set S_5 has the largest amount of data, which represents
a complex data situation. SDK-means++ in data set S_5 has
the best performance in the evaluation of seven external
validity indexes. +e purity value is 0.89, recall is 0.32,
precision is 0.88, F-measure is 0.47, the Rand index is 0.82,
the Jaccard index is 0.31, and entropy is 0.43. Figure 5 and
Table 5 show that the clustering accuracy of SDK-means++
is better than that of K-means++, and K-means++ is better
than K-means. However, the stability of the proposed
method is not good. +e main reason is that the partition-
based clustering methods are difficult to distinguish classes
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with complex structures and high-dimensional data sets. In
the future, we will continue to improve on this shortcoming.

When data sets S_3, S_4, and S_5 are used, the evaluation
results of the external validity indexes are inferior to those
when data sets S_1 and S_2 are used for three main reasons.

Firstly, as the amount of data increases, the differences
between clusters are reduced. Secondly, the K-means al-
gorithms find it difficult to distinguish classes in complex
data sets. +irdly, the experimental data sets use gateway
information as labels instead of real category information.

Randomly select C1, C2, and C3 Randomly select C1
obtain C2 and C3 according to the

probability formula

Select C1 based on the maximum density
obtain C2 and C3 according to the largest

sum of the distance

SDK-means++K-means++K-means

C3
C1

C2 C1

C3

C2

C2C3

C1

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the difference between the three algorithms to select the initial clustering centres.

Input: k, dataset
Output: center, texts
function CLUSTERING
center� null
texts�null
m� the number of data objects in the dataset
for i � 0⟶ k do
if i �� 0 then
temp� random(m)
center[i]� dataset[temp]

else
for j � 0⟶ m do
for h � 0⟶ i do

distance[j][h]� cosine distance of the dataset[j] and center[h]
end for

end for
Min[j]�min(distance[j])
Sum +�Min[j]
Random_number� random(Sum)
for j � 0⟶ m do
Random_number�Random_number - Min[j]
if Random_number < 0 then

cluster[i]� dataset[j]
end if

end for
2–4. Proceed as with the standard K-means algorthm

end if
end for
return center, texts

end function

ALGORITHM 1: K-means++.

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 7



Input: k, dataset
Output: center, texts
function CLUSTERING
center� null
texts�null
m� the number of data objects in the dataset
max� 0
for i � 0⟶ k do
if i �� 0 then
temp�maximum density(m)
center[i]� dataset[temp]

else
for j � 0⟶ m do
for h � 0⟶ i do

distance[j][h]� cosine distance of the dataset[j] and center[h]
end for

end for
for j � 0⟶ m do
for h � 0⟶ i do

Sum_distance[j] +� distcance[j][h]
end for

end for
for j0⟶ m do
if Sum_distance[j] > max then cluster[i]� dataset[j]
end if

end for
2–4. Proceed as with the standard K-means algorthm

end if
end for
return center, texts

end function

ALGORITHM 2: SDK-means++.

Table 1: Confusion matrix for clustering.

Same cluster Different cluster
Similar documents True positive (TP) False negative (FN)
Different documents False positive (FP) True negative (TN)

Table 2: Detailed information about validation techniques.

Validation methods
Internal validity indexes External validity indexes

Between-class
distance

Within-class
distance Purity Recall Precision F-

measure
Rand
index

Jaccard
index Entropy

Range [0,+∞] [0,+∞] [0,1] [0,1] [0,1] [0,1] [0,1] [0,1] [0,1]
Perfect clustering
results ⟶ +∞ ⟶0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Table 3: Details of the BPC data set.

Version Classes Documents Terms Unique terms
S_1 7 100 2180 442
S_2 9 150 3006 607
S_3 12 1800 41700 4373
S_4 15 3763 191627 9566
S_5 14 9172 193838 10364

8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering
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Figure 5: Evaluate the quality of clustering according to internal validity indexes.
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Figure 4: Davies–Bouldin index (DBI) in internal validity indexes.

Table 4: Vector space mode.

Document
Keyword

1 2 3 4 · · · 441 442
1 0.0382 0.0096 0.0191 0.0191 · · · 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.0000 0.0101 0.0200 0.0200 · · · 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.0000 0.0102 0.0203 0.0203 · · · 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.0000 0.0100 0.0199 0.0199 · · · 0.0000 0.0000
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

99 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 · · · 0.1285 0.0000
100 0.0000 0.0153 0.0000 0.0000 · · · 0.0000 0.1221
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5.2.3. Verification and Analysis of Algorithm Efficiency.
In this section, the efficiency of the proposed algorithm is
verified on all data sets in Table 3. Clustering number K is set
as the optimal number of clusters in accordance with Table 3.
Afterwards, the running time and number of iterations of
the three clustering algorithms are tested.

When dealing with massive amounts of data, the total
time spent by the SDK-means++ algorithm on clustering is
lower than that spent by the two other clustering algorithms,
as shown in Figure 6. +e results prove that the SDK-
means++ algorithm has a significant improvement in time
complexity. +e iteration times experiment shows that, in

most data sets, the SDK-means++ algorithm has fewer it-
erations compared with the other two algorithms. When
dealing with data set S_5, the number of iterations of SDK-
means++ is reduced by 47% and 26% compared with those
for K-means and K-means++, respectively. Figure 6 proves
the efficiency of SDK-means++ in organising massive data.

6. Conclusion

Classic K-means and K-means++ algorithms have ran-
domness when selecting the initial clustering centres,
resulting in unstable clustering results, easy detainment into
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Figure 6: Evaluate the efficiency of the SDK-means algorithm according to the running time and the number of iterations.

Table 5: Evaluate the quality of clustering according to external validity indexes.

Dataset and algorithm
Set matching measures Pair-counting measures

Entropy
Purity Recall Precision F-measure Rand-index Jaccard-index

S_1 K-means 0.87 0.68 0.62 0.65 0.84 0.48 0.62
S_1 K-means++ 0.88 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.89 0.60 0.46
S_1 SDK-means++ 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.92 0.95 0.06
S_2 K-means 0.82 0.80 0.70 0.75 0.92 0.59 0.57
S_2 K-means++ 0.86 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.92 0.71 0.31
S_2 SDK-means++ 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.08
S_3 K-means 0.87 0.26 0.83 0.40 0.65 0.25 0.49
S_3 K-means++ 0.88 0.28 0.86 0.42 0.66 0.26 0.47
S_3 SDK-means++ 0.90 0.33 0.88 0.48 0.69 0.32 0.38
S_4 K-means 0.86 0.38 0.83 0.52 0.83 0.35 0.56
S_4 K-means++ 0.86 0.36 0.83 0.50 0.83 0.34 0.52
S_4 SDK-means++ 0.90 0.49 0.91 0.64 0.87 0.47 0.41
S_5 K-means 0.85 0.29 0.77 0.42 0.80 0.27 0.53
S_5 K-means++ 0.88 0.29 0.80 0.43 0.80 0.27 0.49
S_5 SDK-means++ 0.89 0.32 0.88 0.47 0.82 0.31 0.43
RMSE & K-means 0.018 0.217 0.081 0.134 0.088 0.129 0.043
RMSE & K-means++ 0.009 0.244 0.028 0.176 0.091 0.184 0.073
RMSE & SDK-means++ 0.038 0.292 0.042 0.223 0.101 0.293 0.165
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local optima, and large number of iterations. Moreover, the
number of clusters needs to be set manually. +is study
proposes a new K-means++ algorithm called SDK-means++
based on the largest sum of the distance and DBI to solve
these shortcomings. +e algorithm selects the first initial
cluster centre based on the maximum density value and
selects the remaining initial cluster centres based on the
largest sum of the distance. +is selection method makes the
result of each initialisation the same. +en, the K-means
method is used to obtain the clustering results. Afterwards,
the best clustering result is automatically obtained through
DBI. +e experimental results show that the proposed SDK-
means++ algorithm outperforms the classic partition-based
method in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

SDK-means++ has two limitations. Firstly, many invalid
features are extracted, which increases the amount of cal-
culation and affects clustering accuracy. Secondly, partition-
based clustering methods find it difficult to identify classes
with complex structure data sets. +erefore, our future re-
search will mainly include mining representative feature
words in text data sets through heuristic optimisation
algorithms [34–36]. In addition, density peaks will be
combined to find cluster centres quickly in complex high-
dimensional data sets [13].
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